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ABSTRACT
Of the 238 cases reported to the Ecuador Health Authorities in 2012 as severe dengue, only 53.3% met
diagnostic criteria. The definition of severe dengue
should be based on more precise criteria. Information
about compliance with criteria should be fed back to
local levels.
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1. INTRODUCTION
According to the Pan-American Health Organization,
dengue in America has become steadily more common
over the last 25 years and requires a review of health
policies [1]. The classification of forms of dengue proposed by the World Health Organization (WHO) in 1997
consists of three categories: undifferentiated fever, dengue fever (classic dengue), and dengue hemorrhagic fever. The latter category includes dengue shock syndrome
[2]. This categorization was revised in 2009. The terms
dengue with/without warning signs and severe dengue
were introduced. It was recommended that the earlier
terminology be abandoned [3].
Comparative studies of the impact for health systems
of the two classifications suggest that the revised classification, although it discriminates unnecessary interventions, associates the categories of patients with specific
instructions for treatment and makes the key therapeutic
OPEN ACCESS

messages easily understood by health personnel [4]. It
doubles their workload and makes laboratory confirmation necessary [5]. And, there is another aspect: the assessment of fatality rate, an important indicator in any
outbreak. There has been debate over the denominator to
use in constructing this indicator for dengue. Sometimes
the denominator includes all cases classified clinically
and epidemiologically as dengue. To ameliorate this
problem, it would be advisable to use the category of
severe dengue, according to the latest classification, as
individuals thus classified are the ones most at risk of
dying. Defining this category clearly has repercussions
for the assessment of outbreak severity since it has a direct influence on the indicator of fatality.
In Ecuador, 70% of the territory has conditions of
temperature, humidity and presence of the vector conducive to development of the disease. In 2012, dengue increased by 216%; severe dengue increased by 315% and
deaths increased by 144%, compared to 2011 [6]. This
situation prompted us to critically analyze the definition
of severe dengue.

2. METHOD
Between September and December 2012, we analyzed
data from 238 patients hospitalized with severe dengue
between January and August of the same year. These
patients were recorded in 257 clinical records in the hospitals of the affected areas. These data constituted 87.4%
of the cases declared officially. A database was set up
with 8641 entries and approximately 100 variables,
based on the medical records (origin of event, interven-
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tion in primary care, clinical review, laboratory tests,
treatment). All events of these patients were being ordered by date and time. The project was approved by the
Ministry of Health of Ecuador. The protocol was submitted and approved by the General Research Committee of
Ministry of Health. Confidentiality was ensured by assigning a code to each patient.
The variables used to define probable dengue were
fever, headache, pain behind the eyes, nausea, vomiting,
generalized pain, skin rash and leucopenia. The warning
signs (revised classification) considered were abdominal
pain or tenderness, mucosal bleed, liver enlargement,
pleural effusion, ascites and lethargy. Patients were considered to have severe dengue if they had plasma leakage
(raised hematocrit, decreased platelet count, clinical fluid
accumulation) and/or laboratory confirmation (by ELISA
IgM or IgG); and in these the presence of impaired consciousness, encephalitis, respiratory distress and/or severe bleeding (recoded based on need for transfusion of
blood and severe liver damage—AST or ALT > 1000 IU).
In order to identify cases of dengue hemorrhagic fever, in
addition to the variables already mentioned, “hemorrhagic
manifestations” were included (ecchymosis, purpura, mucosal bleed) and thrombocytopenia. The variable shock
was used both in the construction of dengue shock syndrome and severe dengue. Two categories were used for
discharge status (alive/dead). The results are expressed as
percentages, and the ratio of fatalities was calculated.

37

62.9% (134/213) had laboratory confirmation. Criteria
for dengue hemorrhagic fever (old classification) were
met by 53.8% (128/238) patients and 50.8% of these met
the criteria for dengue shock syndrome.
According to the revised classification, 90.7% (216/
238) of the patients met criteria for probable dengue.
Plasma leakage and/or laboratory confirmation was documented in 89.1% (212/238) cases, and 53.3% (113/212)
met criteria for severe dengue (Table 1).
Case fatality among the 238 patients declared as having severe dengue was 6.7%. When strict criteria for severe dengue were taken into account, the number of patients dropped to nearly half, and hence the 13 deceased
patients who met this definition resulted in a case fatality
of 11.5%. Among the patients with dengue hemorrhagic
fever case fatality was 7.0% (Table 2).

4. DISCUSSION
All patients in this analysis were declared to have severe
dengue by the hospitals providing the cases. But we
found that only 53.3% of them met criteria for severe
dengue and that their fatality was 75% higher (11.5% vs.
6.7%) than the figure which would have been declared
based on these cases.
The important difference between reports and a later
analysis rigorously applying criteria showed, in a study
in Thailand, that of 323 patients hospitalized for dengue,
70.6% met criteria for dengue hemorrhagic fever and that
27% met criteria for severe dengue [7].
These variations obviously led to very different fatality rates, since considering that the number of deaths was
the same for the different classifications. The fatality
ratios ranged from 2.5 to 3.6.

3. RESULTS
Of the 238 patients studied, 47.9% were males, 29.0%
aged between 0 and 5 years. 8% (19/238) appeared in
more than one clinical record. The criteria for probable
dengue fever were met by 89.5% of the patients; of these,

Table 1. Classification of patients reported as having severe dengue, in terms of the 1997 classification scheme, and the revised
scheme.
Compliancewithcriteria
Criteria met

Criteria not met

Definition of case
n

%

n

%

Total

Traditional classification
Probable dengue fever

213

89.5

25

10.5

238

Dengue fever confirmed

134

62.9

79

37.1

213

Dengue hemorrhagic fever

128

53.8

110

46.2

238

Dengue shock syndrome

65

50.8

63

49.2

128

Revised classification
Probable dengue

216

90.7

22

9.3

238

Dengue with/without warning signs

210

99.1

2

0.9

212

Severe dengue

113

53.3

99

46.7

212
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Table 2. Dengue fatality in terms of the 1997 and revised classification schemes.
No. deaths

238

16

6.7

Dengue hemorrhagic fever 128

9

7.0

1.04

13

11.5

1.72

Severe dengue declared

Severe dengue
a

Rate Fatality ratioa

n

113
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Baseline category: severe dengue declared.

In this study, we sought to contribute to the analysis of
different point estimators for fatality rates of dengue resulting from using different diagnostic criteria, by stressing the importance of clearly defining denominators [8].
The comparison of fatality rates between outbreaks at
different times in endemic areas, or between different
countries, could be invalid unless the definition criteria
are subject to strict control. Obviously differences result
from calculating fatality using all cases of possible dengue, compared to using only those considered cases on
the basis of diagnostic criteria [9,10]. However, even
using the revised classification, uncertainty about the
strict application of its criteria may lead to variations in
fatality rate as seen in this study (75%). For the purposes
of assessing fatality rate in an outbreak, this variation is
excessive. A limitation of the study is that some of the
definitions of signs and symptoms used to classify dengue as severe are ambiguous. Thus, the construction of
some variables had to be based on others, for example,
“severe bleeding as evaluated by clinician” was created
based on a record of blood transfusion.
The assessment of fatality rate of dengue outbreaks, as
a public health problem, ought to take stability in the
definition of cases into account.
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